Basketball Games Will Proceed Despite Many Expected

Dr. and Mrs. Compton Will Head List Of Faculty Guests

Admission To Games And Dance Free To Seniors; Large Crowd Expected

Kurt Bartlett and his orchestra will be featured at the annual Senior Dance, to be held this evening, January 16, in the North Hall of Wal ter. The orchestra has recently come over from the Savoy Ballroom and will be heard at Haiffin. In Tulley, all the seniors are cordially invited to attend the variety basketball game between the students and the faculty, which will continue their series from the Lowell Tewell. Seniors only are entitled to an admission fee, and it is expected that many will be present.

Registration fees are being collected in a Hangar Gym, as scheduled to be held this evening, and it is predicted that probably will last about two hours.

The patrons and patrons will be welcome.

Ifft, R. Seykota, Richard S. Leghorn, R. Willard, Joseph Perry, and Mrs. Vannevar Bush, Treasurer, and Mrs. Horace F. Peabody and his mother, Mrs. Charles E. Tuttle. (Continued on Page 2) Senior Dance

Course In Psychology, Management Given By Professor Magoun

Irian Relationships Strengthened In S.P.M. Foreman's Club

Professor R. Alexander Magoun has been engaged by the New Harvard Foundation for Research in Psychology and management especial- ly to act as advisor to the Special Tissue committee of the Foundation for the academic year 1935-6. Professor Magoun will be in residence December 6th, and in coming through the month of the month through the month of the month.

The particulars which Profe snor will be in residence December 6th, and in coming through the month of the month through the month of the month.

Graduate House Tea To Be Given Sunday

Crafts Library, Living Room To Be Open Soon

The second Sunday Graduate House aften tea of this academic year will be held on Sunday, January 26, in the Crafts Library and Living Room. The purpose of the event is to provide a place for the students to meet and socialize, and to give them an opportunity to get to know each other. The tea is scheduled for 2:00 to 4:00 o'clock, and all are welcome.

Institute Enrollment To Be Limited Beginning With Next Freshman Class

With the freshman class of 1939 filling the seats, the Institute will have a full complement of students. The decision was announced in the case of the corporation Wednesday by afternoon.

This action was taken as a result of the enrollment. It is expected that it will be necessary to reduce the number of students in the future. The decision was made after careful consideration of the enrollment and the advisability of regulating the number of students. The decision was made after careful consideration of the enrollment and the advisability of regulating the number of students.

Under the supervision of Albert W. Smith, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, a new elevator is being installed in the North Hall. The elevator is being installed to run in co-operation with the present one.

Professor Jesse J. Eames was chairman of the committee, composed of Messrs. W. Vannevar Bush, Treasurer, and Professor R. Alexander Magoun, who will be in residence December 6th, and in coming through the month of the month through the month of the month.

Buildings To Have New Elevator; Lighting In Library To Be Improved

This committee believes that the Institute "should aim to admit as high a proportion as possible of men potentially qualified to become leaders in the future," and it further states that the decision was made after careful consideration of the enrollment and the advisability of regulating the number of students. The decision was made after careful consideration of the enrollment and the advisability of regulating the number of students.

The committee believes that the Institute "should aim to admit as high a proportion as possible of men potentially qualified to become leaders in the future," and it further states that the decision was made after careful consideration of the enrollment and the advisability of regulating the number of students.
THE COUNTRY has advanced from the stage of primitive existence, and the need for human relations in industry is to be maintained. Responsible workers should be given the opportunity of being heard and of having their ideas and suggestions considered. The management of industrial plants should be thoroughly democratic, and the workers should be active in the management of the plant. The workers should be treated as equals, and their ideas and suggestions should be given consideration.

Dues allowance was made for differences in ability and skill, and shows up clearly the two sources of economic order. On the one hand, continuing improvement of considerable worth in the context of potential plenty and security will inevitably encourage the spread of Communism. Even if, following the model of the Russian example, it were possible to destroy all alien “agitators.” On the other hand, continuing disbursement of large amounts of money for salaries, bonuses, and so on, to a relatively small group of people will just as inevitably foster a spirit of opposition to the establishment, possibly on no matter how necessary, as a threat to establishment power, prestige, and influence, and the_bread side once more.

THE COUNTRY has made progress toward a period of steady growth in which adequate purchasing power for the many is more essential than inadequate gains for the few. The financial structure of industry is to be maintained. Responsible business men have recognized this and have not allowed the substantial opening up of capitalism to entail buying and so on as temporary palliatives of doubtful economic merit. The trend of the last few years should be convincingly evidenced.

NOT INCENSIOUS on the horizon of the youth of today through its failures to meet the natural progression of civilization is the cry of the modern submarine. The figures might be difficult to procure, we would say that probably not more than ten per cent of the population of the body attends a church regularly, and we have been advised that even this is a conservative statement.

Today’s upper class is no more religious or athetically inclined than that of its fathers ever was. Most students, when invited to a church to begin to believe in God, refuse. Young people find it unpleasant to be offered nineteenth century morality by a clergyman speaking in the new church. Like an ancient and rheumatic billboard, the church clings to ideals and sentiments foamy with age and rustly from want of practical use.

But this does not mean that the church must change from a place of worship to a theatre for political demagoguery. This is in effect making a switch from the old-fashioned church to the modern submarine. The submarine cannot be very useful on dry land, and the soap-box pulpit will not serve as an instrument of moral betterment.

There is no limit to the praise that should be given to those who have made a snow train, and believe it, to be offered to those who have built a snow train. To begin with, we are able to offer a ninetieth century morality by a clergyman speaking in the new church. Like an ancient and rheumatic billboard, the church clings to ideals and sentiments foamy with age and rustly from want of practical use.
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I. The Tech Varsity track team will enter the indoor meet at 10 A.M. in the arena. The meet will consist of three races, the first two of which will be run before the audience, and the last one after the race.

II. The Tech Varsity basketball team will meet the Denver Prep team in the Arena at 5:00 P.M. The Tech team has been successful this season, having won three out of four games. The Denver Prep team is less experienced, but has shown improvement in recent games. The game is expected to be a close one, and both teams will be giving their best efforts.

III. The Tech Varsity soccer team will meet the Harvard team in a home game at 7:00 P.M. The Tech team has won all of their games this season, and is expected to continue their winning streak. The Harvard team is a strong opponent, and the game is expected to be a hard fight.

IV. The Tech Varsity track team will meet the Boston Latin School team in the arena at 2:00 P.M. The Tech team has been successful in their recent meets, and is expected to continue their winning streak. The Boston Latin School team is a strong opponent, and the game is expected to be a hard fight.

V. The Tech Varsity basketball team will meet the Dudley School team in the Arena at 7:00 P.M. The Tech team has been successful this season, having won three out of four games. The Dudley School team is less experienced, but has shown improvement in recent games. The game is expected to be a close one, and both teams will be giving their best efforts.

VI. The Tech Varsity soccer team will meet the Northeastern University team in a home game at 3:00 P.M. The Tech team has won all of their games this season, and is expected to continue their winning streak. The Northeastern University team is a strong opponent, and the game is expected to be a hard fight.

VII. The Tech Varsity track team will meet the Cambridge High School team in the arena at 1:00 P.M. The Tech team has been successful in their recent meets, and is expected to continue their winning streak. The Cambridge High School team is a strong opponent, and the game is expected to be a hard fight.
MANUFACTURING AND PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVES HAVE ENGINEERING ABILITY

EXECUTIVES in manufacturing and public service have a growing interest in engineering aptitude, it was announced recently by John O'Connor of the Harvard Engineering Test Bureau, Harvard Institute of Technology, in an address before the Sigma Xi.-The American Society for the Promotion of Science. He was also interested in viewing the fact that many executives of small engineering companies the longer they are out of school.

John O'Connor, who was formerly connected with the Institute as an Assistant Professor of Engineering, is now in the Business and Engineering Research Department, doing most of his work for himself, a nation-wide re-service of executives in industry. Those tests, each of which represents much labor and exactitude, are worked on in such a way that it is impossible to know in point of knowledge what tests are being the best chance for the person examined to succeed. Mr. O'Connor does not claim that the tests are exact, but does maintain that they show tendencies.

Tests Are Practical

A few words about how the tests are made up will show their limitation and the claims to accuracy very clearly. Certain aptitudes and qualities closely related to engineering ability are associated with various kinds of activity. The artist is subjective and analytical rather than objective and creative. With this in view tests are designed on the lines of the work of writing and publishing. Others who are expected to attend to welcome the new boards will be the main speaker for the evening. It is announced that the university will be the main speaker for the evening.

Senior Dance

(Continued from Page 1)

R. Jack, and Mrs. and Mr. John B.
Nalle.

had their last chance to procurement tickets to the dance last Tuesday and Wednesday, as shown were the last days on which admission tickets to the distribution of tickets was continued. The committee in charge consists of Borden and Herpers, Pres., W. G. Selvestrovitch, '36, Pres., William W. G. Selvestrovitch, '36, Pres., William

Borden and Herpers Re-elected

to First Positions

Alpha Chi Sigma, the honorary professional chemical fraternity, held its semi-annual elections on January 10. The election was followed by a supper in the family dining room and a dance at the Parker House, Boston. After the election was announced by sanctioning the formation of chapters and the election of officers, the test is further validated by the act of the university, which makes it serviceable for their own purposes.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist

Boston, Massachusetts
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Walton Lunch Co.

Morning, Noon and Night Food

Food Service in United

215 Massachusetts Avenue

QUICK SERVICE

APPETIZING FOOD

POPULAR PRICES

Quality Assured Always

THAT'S WALTON'S

1080 Boylston Street

Convenient to Fenway

Glass Designer Speaks To Grads

The Art Of Staining Glass Is

Exalted To Grads By J. G. Reynolds

At the Weekly Dinner of the Graduate House held in North Hall of Walker Memorial, last Wednesday night, the speaker for the evening was James George Reynolds, internationally known designer and authority on stained glass. Although he is not a stained glass student, he is assuring most of his work, yet many of his windows are distributed all over Europe and America.

Mr. Reynolds returned in October last to take part of the ancient masterpieces in stained glass in the Medici Cathedral of Florence, Italy. On this tour he took motion pictures in full color of the windows and玫瑰 Dame Cathedral in Paris, and the cathedrals of Chartres, Lune, Spain, and many others of that famous 14th century cathedral. The views of Notre Dame in Paris, of Chartres, both exterior and interior, and of the Church of Cathedral are assuringly beautiful. They are unique, for these masterpieces of stained art have not been transferred to paper as has been shown so effectively. These films togethegether, which many colored slides were used by the speaker to illustrate his talk.

A worker in stained glass for twenty-eight years, Mr. Reynolds has taken part, not only in the cathedral projects, but in building all the great windows in O. C. Johnson’s, New York City; the Riverside Church, New York; the First Church of Christ, Scientist; Principal Professor of Industrial Engineering, has recently been named a Fellow of the American Society for the Promotion of Science.

Mr. Reynolds, Francis R. Rohanock, of whom Mr. Reynolds is a member, and the window for the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York.
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